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PHOCUS MOBILE 2 EXPANDS WORKFLOW 
PORTABILITY WITH IPHONE CONNECTIVITY

First announced in June 2019, Phocus Mobile 2 has expanded the possibilities of the Hasselblad workflow with 
portable RAW image processing via iPad. Complementing the portability of Hasselblad’s mirrorless medium 
format cameras, the power of Phocus Mobile 2 now expands to the palm of your hand with iPhone connectivity.

Offering an even more compact form factor with Phocus Mobile 2 for iPhone, the added platform support allows 
more photographers to bring advanced remote control and live view, tethering, and sharing capabilities into the 
field when shooting with the X1D II 50C, 907X Special Edition and 907X 50C cameras. In addition to exposure 
controls, creatives can browse images on the camera, import original RAW files, and export in the original file 
format or convert to JPEG for easy sharing.
  
Compatible with the X1D II 50C, 907X Special Edition and 907X 50C cameras via either wired USB-C or Wi-Fi, 
Phocus Mobile 2 is compatible with iPad Air 2019 and iPad Pro 2nd generation models or later with a minimum 
of 3GB RAM and now on iPhone models running on iOS 12 or later. 

Phocus Mobile 2 features: 
• iPhone and iPad connectivity with X1D II 50C, 907X Special Edition and 907X 50C via USB cable or Wi-Fi
• Remote camera control and live view
• Tethered image capture or import from SD Card of RAW and JPEG files
• Image browsing of files on SD Card with metadata and detail view*
• RAW file editing and colour correction (currently available on iPad only) 
• Export RAW or JPEG conversion for sharing 
• Image rating and colour labeling to easily filter through images 
• Firmware update downloads available directly in app

FIRMWARE 1.3.0 UPDATE ADDS LIVE VIEW FUNCTIONALITY TO PHOCUS MOBILE 2 FOR IPAD
In addition to Live View on the brand new Phocus Mobile 2 for iPhone, Firmware Update 1.3.0 for X1D II 50C, 
907X Special Edition and 907X 50C adds Live View functionality to Phocus Mobile 2 for iPad. Giving even more 
camera control on Phocus Mobile 2, photographers can connect the X1D II 50C, 907X Special Edition and 907X 
50C wirelessly or tethered to their iPad to view a live image on the larger screen. The newly designed focus 
wheel allows remote manual focus control. In addition, Live View supports Focus Peaking along with the ability 
to simulate exposure, preview Depth-of-Field and conveniently control AF area position, all from the Live View 
screen in Phocus Mobile 2. This update requires both version 1.1 or later of Phocus Mobile 2 and Firmware Update 
1.3.0 for X1D II 50C, 907X Special Edition and 907X 50C.

Visit www.hasselblad.com/phocus-mobile/ to learn more and download Phocus Mobile 2. Download Firmware 
1.3.0 for X1D II 50C, 907X Special Edition and 907X 50C to add Live View functionality at My Hasselblad here.

*100% magnification requires min. 3GB RAM for Phocus Mobile 2 for iPhone (7 Plus, 8 Plus, and X models or later)

https://www.hasselblad.com/phocus-mobile/
https://www.hasselblad.com/my-hasselblad/
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ABOUT HASSELBLAD
Founded in 1941, Hasselblad is one of the leading manufacturers of digital medium format cameras and lenses. 
True to its Scandinavian heritage, Hasselblad cameras are renowned for their iconic ergonomic design, uncom-
promising image quality and extremely high performance. For over half a century, Hasselblad cameras have 
captured some of the world’s most iconic images – including the first landing on the Moon – and helped shape 
the way we look at the world through genuine photographic artistry. Trusted by NASA and used by some of the 
greatest photographers in the world, Hasselblad continues to develop products that enable all types of creatives 
to capture their artistic vision. 
 
Hasselblad’s H and X Camera Systems and their superb range of medium format lenses fuse innovative tech-
nology with precision mechanics, delivering exceptional imaging experiences for every sort of photographer. 
The highly professional H System, with its latest line up of the H6D-50c, H6D-100c and H6D-400c Multi-Shot, 
offers the ultimate image quality and resolution with 50, 100 and 400-megapixel solutions. The more portable 
X System easily enables bringing medium format photography outside of the studio with options that include 
the world’s first compact mirrorless digital medium format camera – the X1D-50c – followed by the second gen-
eration X1D II 50C. Combining the CFV II 50C digital back and 907X camera body, Hasselblad’s photographic 
history is connected, bringing the X, H, and V Systems together in a portable, sleek package. 
 
Headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden, Hasselblad is a global brand with offices in New York, London, Tokyo, 
Paris, Copenhagen, Hamburg and Shenzhen with distributors located throughout the world.

For more information, visit Hasselblad online: www.hasselblad.com

https://www.hasselblad.com
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